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Abstract
Research summary: Resolving governance disputes is

of vital importance for communities. Gathering data

from GitHub communities, we employ hybrid induc-

tive methods to study discussions around initiation and

change of software licenses—a fundamental and poten-

tially contentious governance issue. First, we apply

machine learning algorithms to identify robust patterns

in data: resolution is more likely in larger discussion

groups and in projects without a license compared to

those with a license. Second, we analyze textual data to

explain the causal mechanisms underpinning these pat-

terns. The resulting theory highlights the group process

(reflective agency switches disputes from bargaining to

problem solving) and group property (preference align-

ment over attributes) that are both necessary for the

resolution of governance disputes, contributing to the

literature on community governance.
Managerial summary: Online communities play an

increasingly important role in how companies innovate

across organizational boundaries and attract talent

across geographic locations. However, online commu-

nities are no Utopia; disputes abound even (more)

when we collaborate virtually. In particular, gover-

nance disputes can threaten the functioning and exis-

tence of online communities. Our study suggests that
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governance disputes in online communities either

unfold as bargaining over which solution is better or

searching for a satisfactory solution. The latter is more

likely to reach a resolution, when there is common gro-

und. Companies interested in leveraging the power of

online communities should (a) identify or train certain

participants to transform endless bargaining into col-

lective problem solving and (b) foster shared knowl-

edge and value basis among participants through

recruitment and strong organizational culture.

KEYWORD S

community governance, dispute resolution, inductive theorizing,

machine learning, problem solving

1 | INTRODUCTION

Communities are an increasingly important form of organizing (Adler, 2001; Adler &
Heckscher, 2017; Lee & Edmondson, 2017). Prominent examples come from domains as diverse
as open source software (OSS) (Dahlander & Frederiksen, 2012; Foss, Frederiksen, &
Rullani, 2016; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007; von Hippel & von Krogh, 2003), common pool
resources (CPR1) (Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern, 2003; Ostrom, 1990), scientific consortia (e.g., Human
Genome Project, Collins, Morgan, & Patrinos, 2003), and communities of practice within and
across firms (e.g., 3D printing design, Stanko, 2016).

Like any organization that draws on diverse resources and efforts to pursue a set of goals,
communities encounter disputes among their constituent individuals and coalitions (Deutsch &
Krauss, 1962; Jehn & Bendersky, 2003; March, 1962; see also Amit & Schoemaker, 1993;
Danneels, 2008). Dispute resolution is therefore a hallmark of effective and efficient community
governance (Ostrom, 1990). An organization's core governance principles—about the direction,
control, and coordination of its members—are meant (at least in part) to prevent the emergence
of destructive disputes, and when disputes do occur, to aid in their resolution (Gulati, Law-
rence, & Puranam, 2005; Gulati & Singh, 1998; March & Simon, 1958; Williamson, 1975).

However, disputes can also erupt around the very governance principles themselves. If not
resolved, disputes over fundamental principles such as the distribution of resources, rights, and
responsibilities, can derail the functioning or even jeopardize the existence of a community.
Disputes pertaining to core governance principles that affect the entire community (governance
disputes hereafter) differ substantially from disputes concerning operational matters (e.g., the
division and allocation of tasks, or management of resources) that typically affect only a subset
of community members at a time (henceforth operational disputes). Whereas theory and
research on mechanisms for resolving operational disputes are rapidly growing, studies on

1A type of good consisting of natural or human-made resource systems (e.g., irrigation systems, forests, or fisheries) that
is characterized by nonexcludability (difficult to exclude actors from gaining utility from the resource) and
subtractability (use by one actor precludes use by another).
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governance disputes remain rare (Saeed, McDermott, & Boyd, 2017). The nascent state of
knowledge on how communities resolve governance disputes (Dietz et al., 2003) warrants
empirically driven, inductive investigation.

One plausible reason why research is still scant on governance disputes in communities is
that records of such disputes are often inaccessible. Those momentous occasions, when most if
not all members were involved in resolving disputes over governance principles remain largely
buried in the communities' history, not documented or available for research. It is also possible
that unresolved governance disputes removed those protocommunities from possible scholarly
scrutiny today. As a result, analysis of governance disputes may be difficult for researchers
working with data limited to functioning communities (Ostrom, 1990), since by virtue of their
existence, these communities have escaped or resolved significant governance disputes and
their counterparts that did not may no longer exist.

We leverage an unusual research opportunity found in the public discussions on GitHub, an
online platform hosting numerous open source software development (OSS) communities, to
explore the question of how communities resolve governance disputes. We aim to understand the
conditions that increase or decrease the likelihood of resolution, and the processes that underpin
differences in outcomes. Two factors motivate our choice of empirical context: (a) OSS communi-
ties are an important contemporary type of community for organizing economic activity
(Dahlander & Frederiksen, 2012; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007), and (b) they provide a unique win-
dow into the phenomenon of governance dispute resolution with a nondecaying electronic record.

Our exploration focuses on a particular type of governance dispute: disputes vis-à-vis the
software license that governs a given community's core software development project (Mar-
kus, 2007; O'Mahony, 2003). License disputes are of strategic importance for an OSS commu-
nity, because they determine how the software is used, modified, and combined with other
software(s) (Lerner & Tirole, 2005), thereby affecting all downstream users' innovation capabili-
ties (Murray & O'Mahony, 2007). Furthermore, they have significant impact on the
community's ability to attract not only developers (Lerner & Tirole, 2005; Subramaniam, Sen, &
Nelson, 2009) but also corporate partners, who then combine OSS products or services with pro-
prietary ones (Deodhar, Saxena, Gupta, & Ruohonen, 2012; Economides & Katsamakas, 2006).

We sample disputes surrounding the initiation or revision of a software license decision, col-
lecting quantitative and qualitative data on these disputes. The dispute instances we discovered
involve a large volume of data, making it difficult to rely solely on traditional inductive methods
that involve manually analyzing each case separately. Therefore, we combine machine learning
analysis with in-depth content analysis to develop a novel theory (Puranam, Shrestha, He, & von
Krogh, 2020; Tidhar & Eisenhardt, 2020). In effect, we pioneer a two-pronged approach to induc-
tive research: First, using machine-learning algorithms we document robust patterns across the
entire sample (183 cases). These patterns are unlikely to be the result of sampling error or func-
tional form idiosyncrasies, because the algorithms we apply vary in the functional forms and we
repeatedly split the data to build and test models using out-of-sample prediction accuracy as a
criterion. Second, we focus on analyzing in depth a randomly selected sub-sample (61 cases) to
enhance the theoretical understanding of mechanisms underlying the patterns we detected.

Our key finding is that governance disputes in OSS communities can take the form of either
bargaining or problem solving processes. The latter group process is more likely when “reflec-
tive agency” is manifested. This involves individual interventions that can help steer the discus-
sion toward the attributes of the software licenses (e.g., openness and permissiveness) rather
than the alternatives themselves (e.g., GPL and MIT). To the extent that the group has the prop-
erty that there is pre-alignment of preferences on attributes among members, attribute-based
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discussions (i.e., discussions focusing predominantly on license attributes) can aid resolution. If
either condition (i.e., reflective agency and pre-alignment of attribute preference) is absent, then
the dispute remains a hard to resolve bargaining problem.

This study is the first to document the resolution mechanisms in governance disputes on
license decisions, and thus provides a complement to the growing literature on operational dis-
putes in online communities (Forte, Larco, & Bruckman, 2009; Klapper & Reitzig, 2018). Its
insights help to understand resolution of not only disputes of strategic and economic importance
(i.e., how to manage intellectual property and appropriate value) to online communities in particu-
lar (Lerner & Schankerman, 2010) but also disputes of existential significance (i.e., how to establish
fundamental governance principles) to communities in general (Dietz et al., 2003; Ostrom, 1990).

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 | Governance disputes in communities

The central problem in community governance concerns the alignment of members' interests
and actions to collectively create and capture value (Gulati, Puranam, & Tushman, 2012;
Olson, 1965; O'Mahony & Bechky, 2008; von Krogh, Haefliger, Spaeth, & Wallin, 2012). As
members seek to realize both collective and individual interests through community involve-
ment, they inevitably experience disagreements or encounter disputes at some point. As a
result, mechanisms for effective dispute resolution are a necessary condition to sustain collec-
tive action over time (Hardin, 2005; Morrill & Rudes, 2010).

Studying communities such as those that organize around common pool resources (CPR),
scholars reasoned that explicit collective goals to sustain and build resources would be sufficient
to align members' interests and agreement on rules for use of those resources (Adler &
Heckscher, 2017; Heckscher & Adler, 2006; Sherif, 1958). However, Ostrom and colleagues
(Dietz et al., 2003; Ostrom, 1990) found that disputes do arise across communities with such
goals, and concluded that community viability depended on one or more (explicit) dispute reso-
lution mechanisms (Dietz et al., 2003; Wilson, Ostrom, & Cox, 2013).

Ostrom (1990) laid out a set of eight governance principles that she argued would allow com-
munities to effectively manage their resources (see Cox, Arnold, & Tomás, 2010 for a recent discus-
sion): (a) clear definition of community boundaries (who is in and out), (b) fair system of rewards,
(c) collective choice rules that have community approval, (d) monitoring mechanisms, (e) applying
gradated sanctions on free riders, (f) conflict resolution mechanisms, (g) autonomy for community
self-governance, and (h) coordination with other relevant communities and organizations. Yet,
how these governance principles are agreed upon within communities and what happens when
disputes about them arise are unknown. Put differently, it is clear that governance principles are
necessary to resolve operational disputes, but how disputes about governance principles them-
selves are resolved remains unspecified (Dietz et al., 2003: 1911; Saeed et al., 2017: 590). We turn
next to relevant work on dispute resolution in organizations with a bearing on this issue.

2.2 | Dispute resolution in organizations

Early studies in a structural-rationalist tradition treated disputes as a threat to efficient gover-
nance in organizations (Kolb & Putnam, 1992; Weber, 1946), and placed considerable emphasis
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on the institution of formal authority as a primary means of dispute resolution (March &
Simon, 1958; Simons, 1947). Later, the structural-rationalist tradition was complemented by a
cultural tradition rooted in Selznick (1948) portrayal of organizations as simultaneously bureau-
cratic and relational. Culture, values, norms, and ultimately preferences, were recognized to
play an essential role in how disputes are understood among members (Menkel-Meadow, 2001),
and dispute resolution therefore “include(s) subtle actions couched in everyday activities (e.g.,
remedial exchanges, avoidance), as well as formalized negotiation and law, quasi-legal struc-
tures (e.g., arbitration, mediation, and employee grievance mechanisms), and collective action”
(Morrill & Rudes, 2010: 633). An important contribution of the cultural tradition (which guides
our approach) has been the recognition that theorizing about dispute resolution demands care-
ful empirical examination of the contexts in which disputes unfold (Barley & Tolbert, 1991;
Budd & Colvin, 2014; Roche, Teague, & Colvin, 2014).

The cultural tradition gave rise to two streams of studies on work-related disputes in organi-
zations, focusing on roles and systems, respectively (Currie, Gormley, Roche, & Teague, 2017).
The first stream reveals the role of managers for exercising their formal organizational author-
ity, expertise, and interpersonal skills to enforce a solution (Karambayya & Brett, 1989), when
disputes cannot be resolved laterally. The second centers around alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) systems, which cover various methods (negotiation, mediation, and arbitration) for set-
tling disputes outside of court, and show that these systems offer flexibility in the choice of
mechanisms and their combination to fit the specific context of a dispute (Löhr, Hochmuth,
Graef, Wambura, & Sieber, 2017; Ross & Conlon, 2000).

Both structural and cultural approaches have proceeded on the assumption that dispute-
related roles and systems exist in organizations. For example, managers are responsible for
resolving disputes, and an optimal mix of ADR systems, judicial process, or other resolution
mechanisms are readily deployable (Edelman, Krieger, Eliason, Albiston, & Mellema, 2011;
Roche & Teague, 2012; Ross & Conlon, 2000). Yet, communities operating in non-hierarchical
settings often lack dispute-related roles and pre-designed systems (Currie et al., 2017). In fact,
roles and systems are themselves governance principles (Ostrom, 1990), leaving open the ques-
tion of how disputes are resolved when they arise around the governance principles themselves
(see Helms, Oliver, & Web, 2012).

2.3 | Dispute resolution in online communities

Digital technology enables individuals, firms, and other organizations separated by time and space
to convene, interact, share, and create resources in online communities, largely on a voluntary basis
(Boudreau & Jeppesen, 2015; Foss et al., 2016; Gulati et al., 2012; Lee & Cole, 2003; Miller, Fabian,
& Lin, 2009; Moon & Sproull, 2002; Preece, 2000; Sproull & Arriaga, 2007). While members of
online communities tend to voluntarily assemble and contribute to a common goal (e.g., developing
software), such communities—like their offline counterparts—are by no means exempt from dis-
putes (Arazy, Ortega, Nov, Yeo, & Balila, 2015; Kane, Johnson, & Majchrzak, 2014; Kittur &
Kraut, 2010; Lee & Cole, 2003; Raymond, 1999; Wang, Shih, Wu, & Carroll, 2015; Weber, 2004).

Yet, the absence of traditional organizational features such as hierarchy and formal author-
ity distinguishes disputes in online communities from other organizational disputes (Faraj,
Jarvenpaa, & Majchrzak, 2011; Faraj, von Krogh, Monteiro, & Lakhani, 2016; Gulati et al., 2012;
Lakhani, Lifshitz-Assaf, & Tushman, 2013). Moreover, interactions among community mem-
bers are (a) anonymous by choice (i.e., individuals may choose not to reveal their identities); (b)
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simultaneous (i.e., many participants can interact at the same time creating a “cacophony” of
opinions) or asynchronous (there are long time gaps between contributions to a discussion); (c)
unrestricted (e.g., participants are free to enter or exit and their participation is not easily con-
trolled); (d) recorded (i.e., past discussion and actions are kept for all to inspect); and (e) low in
media richness (i.e., without facial expression or body language). It is reasonable to expect these
attributes to give dispute resolution in online communities a distinctive flavor.

An emerging stream of literature has taken on this challenge and has examined operational
disputes on (editing) tasks in the Wikipedia online community (Forte et al., 2009; Kittur, Suh,
Pendleton, & Chi, 2007; Klapper & Reitzig, 2018; Piskorski & Gorbatâi, 2017). Collectively,
these studies point to two surprising aspects. First, the mechanisms (roles and systems) set up
with a global mandate (i.e., to resolve issues wherever they occur in the community) rarely
seem necessary to resolve local disputes (i.e., those involving a few participants or a particular
task). For instance, since its formation in 2003, the Wiki community's arbitration committee
had ruled on less than 500 disputes by 2014 (Piskorski & Gorbatâi, 2017; see parallels to Kel-
logg, 2009; or Jensen & Scacchi, 2005 study on NetBeans). Conversely, in a similar period
Wikipedians had resolved around 640,000 cases of editing conflicts on the “talk” page—an
informal discussion forum—with voluntary intervention by a fellow contributor occupying an
“administrator” role (Klapper & Reitzig, 2018). It thus appears that Wikipedia contributors are
able to resolve operational disputes without invoking the globally accessible resolution mecha-
nism (Forte et al., 2009; see parallels to Löhr et al., 2017). Instead, forms of distributed and
informal authority seem more prominent in reaching resolution (Dahlander & O'Mahony, 2011;
Klapper & Reitzig, 2018). Second, governance disputes involving basic principles that involve
the entire community have either been rare or largely escaped scholarly scrutiny. Thus, ques-
tions remain about why governance disputes are rare in online communities and how they are
resolved when they do occur.

3 | RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 | Context

We chose GitHub as the context to examine governance dispute resolution. GitHub is currently
the world's largest OSS development platform (Gousios, Vasilescu, Serebrenik, &
Zaidman, 2014), hosting 35 million projects and 14 million users. Many GitHub projects com-
prise communities of individuals (i.e., owners, collaborators, and other contributors) who
jointly develop a software product.2 Each project has at least one owner who initiates the pro-
ject and holds the copyright of the project's software repository as long as an open source
license is not in place. Collaborators are those who have contributed a significant amount of
code to the project. The owner has the power to change the visibility of the repository from pri-
vate to public or vice versa, and to delete parts or the entire repository when she holds the sole
copyright. However, once a license is adopted, ownership is distributed according to license
terms. The adoption or change of a license is thus a significant event in the community, as it
establishes a basic governance principle.

2Each project has a repository—the most basic element in GitHub—which contains all project files and stores each file's
revision history. Repositories can have multiple collaborators and can be public or private.
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In the absence of an employment contract, the owner has no formal authority over collabo-
rators or other contributors. Further, the owner has limited power to restrict access to the soft-
ware code. Other participants (neither owners nor collaborators) hold various rights ranging
from pushing, merging, and closing pull requests for code to creating and editing releases of the
software. Participants may exit the project or even “fork” it (i.e., take a copy of source code and
start a new project to produce a separate software package), thereby posing a restraint to auto-
cratic behavior by project owners (Kane et al., 2014; Raymond, 1999).

The GitHub online platform has a discussion page where community members can express
their opinions or dissatisfaction (e.g., with software performance or project direction) and seek
solutions (Bissyande et al., 2013). These discussions provide an opportunity to examine various
topics important to the functioning of online communities, ranging from operational tasks such
as bug fixes to major governance decisions such as license choices.

Among various discussions, license decisions tend to generate broad participation, con-
flicting views, and heated debates (Alspaugh, Scacchi, & Asuncion, 2010; DiBona, Ockman, &
Stone, 1999). Because it is almost impossible for a single developer to be familiar with the pleth-
ora of licenses available, license decisions are among the most difficult governance decisions to
make (Almeida, Murphy, Wilson, & Hoye, 2017). Even when developers know the technical
aspects of a license, they may not fully comprehend its intellectual property implications.
Alspaugh et al. (2010) report that developers often unintentionally write software components
under different licenses that legally conflict with each other, or are technically incompatible
with the overall software architecture. With such incompatibility, components cannot be mer-
ged into a software product unless there is a fundamental change in the license regime.

Given the importance of license decisions (Singh & Phelps, 2013) and the high potential for
discussion around them to produce disputes in online communities, we use license discussions
in OSS projects as a useful window into dispute resolution on core governance principles in
communities.

3.2 | Sample and data

GitHub has a built-in issue tracking system. An issue opens with a comment, proceeds with a
discussion, and ends with an explicit or implicit closure. Issue tracking offers an unprecedented
opportunity to map a dispute resolution process from start to finish. We used the GitHub issue
search function within the Application Programming Interface (API) to identify all projects that
contain issues with “license” in its title.

More than two thirds (71.6%) of GitHub's 35 million projects have only a single participant
(its owner) (Kalliamvakou et al., 2016) and thus are unable to generate any discussion. Most of
the remaining projects either do not have a complete discussion history available or do not
require a license discussion. We therefore focus on multi-member projects that are recent (i.e.,
less than 5 years old) and independent (i.e., without a parent project), for two reasons. First, more
recent projects are more likely to have a complete archival record of license discussions (see St.
Laurent, 2004), which enables us to observe dispute (non-)resolution. Second, independent pro-
jects do not inherit license decisions from a parent project or those established by a legacy owner,
potentially requiring a license discussion. The search for issues with the term “license” in its title
provided us with about 80,000 issues, but less than 1,000 satisfied the selection criteria (multi-
member, recent, independent). Among the remaining issues, a manual check for dispute episodes
resulted in the identification of 183 issues from 183 projects, totaling 1998 discussion participants.
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Projects in our sample were intended for a variety of applications, and as a result, the pro-
jects' code bases vary in complexity and volume, ranging from only 4 software commits to
28,887 commits (average = 2,577.09; s.d. = 4,863.49). At the time when we collected our data,
projects had been in existence for an average of 1,162.05 (s.d. = 590.56) days, with the youngest
project being 32 days old, and the oldest 3,806 days old. Including projects of different types,
commit levels, and ages improved the robustness of our inductive theorizing.

The 183 discussions in our sample comprised a total of 983 web-format pages with a mean
of 5.4 pages per discussion. An average discussion contained 26.54 comments (s.d. = 28.40),
with 1,566.28 total words (s.d. = 2,379.77), from 11 participants (s.d. = 12.19).

3.3 | Analytical strategy

We build theory using algorithm-supported induction, where machine learning (ML) algo-
rithms in conjunction with human interpretations yield robust and interpretable conclusions
about patterns in data (Puranam et al., 2020). Specifically, we follow a multistep analytical strat-
egy as presented in Figure 1. In Step 1, we develop a basic understanding of the phenomenon
from manually analyzing eight cases, specifying variables that are potentially relevant to gover-
nance dispute resolution in online communities. In Step 2, we establish robust associations
among variables, or the “stylized facts” pertaining to the entire sample, using ML algorithms.
In Step 3, to explain the patterns detected in Step 2, we conduct detailed textual analysis of dis-
putes in a random sub-sample (one third) of our data.

4 | RESEARCH PROCEDURE

4.1 | Step 1: Understanding the phenomenon

We first carefully examine an initial (randomly selected) set of eight discussions. Each of the
four authors independently read two discussions in detail. Next, we swapped the discussions
and repeated the first step until each author had read all eight discussions. We then shared our
interpretations and reviewed the commonalities and differences among discussions. In addition,
we consulted documents on OSS development and software licenses to understand the techno-
logical dimensions involved in the license decisions.

This process of reading, discussion, and consultation uncovered 11 variables (i.e., issue type,
project age, project size, admin group size, discussion group size, initiator status, initiator con-
tribution, polarization of opinions, imbalance in participation, information intervention, and
procedural intervention), capturing important structural and processual features of disputes
over license decisions. Some of these variables (e.g., project age and size) were measured by
information directly available on GitHub, whereas others (e.g., participants' interventions) were
coded in the spirit of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The definitions and descriptive
statistics of these variables are presented in Appendices I and II. While coding these variables
was a laborious yet feasible manual task, detecting patterns across 183 cases is infeasible to do
manually. This is perhaps one reason why inductive researchers have typically focused on only
a few cases. Our approach allows us to escape this constraint, by using ML algorithms instead
of manual analyses to induce patterns of inter-relationships in a much larger sample.
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FIGURE 1 Research questions and analytical steps
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4.1.1 | Dispute resolution

In our context, disputes are conflict or controversy situations where participants advocate differ-
ent opinions or make distinctive claims about a software license and/or its attributes. The reso-
lution of a dispute over a license requires an explicit decision (typically recorded by the owner)
to (a) adopt or not adopt a license or (b) change or not change the license. The variable Resolu-
tion is coded as “1” when an explicit decision is taken, either to retain the current IP status (cur-
rent license or owner's copyright status) or change the current IP status (switch to or adopt a
new license). In all such cases in our sample, we found no explicit dissent on the recorded deci-
sion among the majority of participants in the discussion. No resolution therefore implies that
no decision is taken due to failure to agree on a decision either to adopt a software license or to
change the existing license.

4.1.2 | Context of the dispute

Issue type
We found that disputes targeted two types of license issues: the adoption of a first license, which
we term a “greenfield issue,” and the revision of an existing license, which we term a “brown-
field issue.” The variable issue type captures this distinction and was coded based on reading all
183 cases manually. In our analysis, we examine whether dispute resolution processes are quali-
tatively different across these types of issues.

Participation
We identified three ways to conceptualize the scale of participation: project group size—the
number of contributors in the project; admin group size—the number of participants who hold
some decision rights (i.e., owners, collaborators, and administrators); and discussion group
size—the number of commenting participants involved in the dispute discussion. Larger groups
involved in a dispute may indicate the more contentious nature of the problem, and also make
it harder to reach an agreement that is acceptable to all (March & Olsen, 1976; Olson, 1965;
Ostrom, 1990).

4.1.3 | Characteristics of the dispute

Initiator characteristics
Whether the initiator of the discussion was a project owner or not, and the amount of source
code contributed by the initiator (contribution), could shape the amount of attention and sup-
port she receives from other participants. From prior research on operational disputes in online
communities, we believe these variables may signify the competence-based status of the initia-
tor (Dahlander & O'Mahony, 2011; Klapper & Reitzig, 2018). We obtained relevant information
on the initiator's characteristics from the GitHub interface.

Initial polarization of opinions
Discussion groups could vary in terms of how different their participants' opinions are on
licenses initially (support for alternatives). The initial polarization of opinions could, for
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example, make convergence more difficult (Maciejovsky & Budescu, 2013). We measured this
by reading all 183 cases and coding the diversity of opinions in the initial stages of the
discussion.

Project age
We measured project age by the days elapsed since initiation of the project and the time the
license discussion arose. Project age is a common correlate to many aspects of online communi-
ties (Grewal, Lilien, & Mallapragada, 2006). In particular, project age may be related to the
extent participants in the community feel a need to settle on a license in order to safeguard pro-
ject success (Subramaniam et al., 2009).

4.1.4 | Resolution process

Interventions
Participants could intervene in the dispute resolution process either by providing relevant infor-
mation (e.g., answering a specific question about licensing) or by influencing the procedures of
the resolution process (e.g., initiating a vote, adding a member). These interventions were
hand-coded by reading all 183 cases.

Imbalance in participation
While certain participants are very active and could sometimes dominate a discussion, others
are relatively silent and only comment occasionally during the entire course of the discussion.
Imbalance in participation has been shown to be an important parameter in the life of online
communities (Arazy, Nov, Patterson, & Yeo, 2011; Shah, 2006). We computed this using the
Gini coefficient of participation across all discussion participants.

4.2 | Step 2: Establishing robust patterns

We utilize a core function of machine learning (ML)—the selection of important predictor vari-
ables (also known as feature selection) for removing variables that are redundant (i.e., adding lit-
tle unique information) or overfitting (i.e., failing to predict across subsets of the data). Because
different algorithms implicitly feature different families of functional forms, they may not gen-
erate the same predictive model (Abu-Mostafa, Magdon-Ismail, & Lin, 2012). We therefore
searched for variables that are consistently identified across different algorithms and subsam-
ples, and appear in models that make good out-of-sample predictions. Specifically, we chose
LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator), its variants with bootstrap aggrega-
tion, LASSO in combination with artificial neural networks (similar to the approach of Zhou &
Jiang, 2003), and ridge regression (Tibshirani, 1996). These algorithms are very useful for
selecting the most important variables that have robust associations with the outcome of inter-
est. More details on these algorithms are available in Appendix III.

Our approach holds three key advantages over using standard statistical tools such as regres-
sions to identify associations that seem statistically significant (e.g., drawing on linear regres-
sion or comparison of means and cross-tabs; see Glaser, 2008). First, when searching for robust
patterns rather than testing hypotheses, tests of significance can be misleading (e.g., significant
relationships need not be important predictors). Second, the associations established through
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regression models that fit the data may be sample specific (i.e., relationships need not be robust
beyond the sample, the primary challenge created by “p-hacking”). Techniques for assessing
the robustness of findings to sampling error are necessary for an exercise such as ours. Third,
regression models or correlations assume particular functional forms (outcomes or likelihoods
of outcomes are modeled via linear functions of covariates), which may become too restrictive if
the study aims to inductively build theory.

4.3 | Step 3: Interpreting and explaining the patterns

While ML algorithms generate a predictive model based on the robust associations detected in
the data, such a model by itself is not an explanation (Mullainathan & Spiess, 2017). In the final
analytical step, we explore more detailed qualitative data and reason abductively
(Bamberger, 2018; Peirce, 1878) to provide internally consistent explanations for the patterns
detected in Step 2. To this end, we created a random sub-sample of 61 cases for textual analysis
and explanation, aimed at developing an in-depth understanding of the processes. Taking a
grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), two researchers independently coded
these cases using Nvivo. This round of qualitative analysis generated 27 open codes
(Strauss, 1987) of which 7 codes (Table 1) capture the dispute resolution process, 10 codes
(Table 2) capture the interventions exercised by participants, and 10 codes (Appendix IV) cap-
ture license attributes.

Next, we conducted axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) and grouped open codes into
broader themes. These themes reflect the temporal order in which a dispute unfolds (i.e., gene-
sis, dispute process, and resolution outcome). Further, we analyze the theoretical relationships
among these broader themes and position them in the causal link accordingly. Our interpreta-
tions, generated abductively through iterations with data and literature where necessary, gave
rise to a process model of governance dispute resolution in online communities.

5 | FINDINGS

In what follows, we describe what we found at each stage and the questions our findings further
engendered in the sequence they occurred. Our objective is to enable readers to understand
(and replicate) the process of our investigation.

5.1 | Identifying robust patterns in the data

Using a combination of ML algorithms (detailed results are presented in Appendix V), we were
able to identify models that (i.e., with ANN plus LASSO) had between 72.24% (F1 score = 0.072
and MCC = 0.43) and 75.40% (F1 score = 0.74 and MCC = 0.52) accuracy.

The pattern of robust association we found is striking, both in what it includes and excludes.
Consistently across all algorithms, four variables—discussion group size, informational inter-
vention, procedural intervention, and issue type (i.e., greenfield vs. brownfield)—emerged as
robust predictors of resolution. Project age, project group size, admin group size, initiator sta-
tus, initiator contribution, initial polarization of opinions, and imbalance in participation
turned out not to be important in predicting resolution or nonresolution. Recall that our initial
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TABLE 1 Dispute resolution process

Aggregate themes Open codes with examples of representative quotes

Dispute genesis

• Disputes on
alternatives

Expressing clear preferences over alternatives
“I've always been a fan of MIT. I don't know what we should be thinking about
legally here, but it's my go-to license and I love seeing GitHub open source
software licensed under it.” (A participant in project Atom)

Expressing indifference between alternatives

“I'm fine with all 4 of those licenses (LGPL, Apache2, BSD, MIT) if they're
necessary to get wire onto workshop.” (A participant in project Wire)

• Disputes on attributes Disputing attributes via dialogue
“The Ms-Pl is incompatible with many free software licenses, as it imposes a
unique restriction: (D). If you distribute any portion of the software in source
code form, you may do so only under this license by including a complete
copy of this license with your distribution…”

“There are many GPL-, LGPL-, and AGPL-licensed libraries, yet we cannot
legally combine these with DotNetZip due to the terms of the Ms-Pl.”

“Dual-licensing under Apache 2 or MIT would resolve the problem. As GitHub
notifies people who are mentioned, re-licensing would involve pasting the list
of contributors into this thread and asking for a release of their copyright.
Getting approval can take anywhere from a few days to several months,
depending upon contributor awareness. We would also need to get approval
from @DinoChiesa for the original code on SVN.”

(Three participants in project DotNetZip.Semverd)

Disputing attributes by increasing the search space
“I personally recommend strongly staying away from AGPL though, and that's
not without a lot of fair reasons. The best license for an app that has ‘Open
Source’ at the heart of its feature set, should definitely consider truly open
licenses like the BSD or MIT or even Apache 2.0.” (A participant in project
Laverna)

Resolution process

• Bargaining in
alternative space

Remaining in alternative space by not defending options
“CC-BY SGTM.”
“I'm happy with CC-BY.” (Two participants in project Presentations)

Remaining in alternative space through failure to switch to attributes

“@Riamse, care to expand on your ‘no,’ please?”
“No. Just close the issue, you're never going to change my mind.” (Two
participants in project Afch)

• Problem solving in
attribute space

Collectively solving issues of license fit for project
“I think that you guys had misunderstood AGPL. AGPL protect[s] the source
code server over the network, like webpages (that's why diaspora, wordpress,
is AGPL), but telegram-bot doesn't serve the source code over the network,
[it] is just running like if it were a binary, so GPL protect[s] it exactly the
same … [as] AGPL. Even more, you can't communicate telegram-bot over the
network. It's tg who communicates with telegram-bot, and the telegram
servers with tg. Check this and this.” (A participant in project Telegram-bot)

Building a common understanding of license specifications

“@Scotchester, that's a great question. Luckily, I don't think we have to worry
about it. All external dependencies are pulled in after checkout: JavaScript
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reading of eight cases led us to identify a list of 11 variables. If we had stopped at Step 1, we
might have concluded that all those variables were relevant for explaining dispute resolution in
online communities. However, in the full sample not all variables identified in Step 1 turned

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Aggregate themes Open codes with examples of representative quotes

and CSS via Bower, and Java and Clojure via Leiningen. The repo should
have no external code in it currently. Given @NoahKunin's comments and
@tauberer's document, I'm convinced. Let's take @marcesher's advice and
wait until @virtix can comment, but this pull request has my +1.” (A
participant in project Qu)

• Switch The point where the focus of a discussion shifts from alternatives to
attributes

“Yes, a dual license does not need to be compatible, but I was pointing out that
if the default license was CC0, CC-BY, or CC-BY-SA, then it would not
matter that a user added the CC-BY-ND as alternate license. The default,
freeer license would already grant more rights and there would be no way for
users to force the non-default license. I'm against CC-BY-ND as the default
because most people won't change it and my opinion is that we should
promote free culture here. [Segue to next debate point.]…

“In summary, Freeeeeeeeeeeeeeeedoooooooooooooooommmmmm.” (A
participant in project terms of serive_206)

“Yes, but basically you don't expect any reward from dishonest people and
honest people won't hesitate rewarding you if they succeed. This is proven to
work by many open source projects, like Node.js itself for instance. I agree
with Alfredo and would recommend following the best practices of the open
source world by choosing either MIT or Apache. The more limitations are
imposed on a project, the less likely it is that people (and companies, which is
important) keep contributing to it over time.”
(A participant in project jsfbp_3)

Resolution outcome

• No resolution Failing to reach a resolution in brownfield
“If we can't get a sign-off, I don't think relicensing is possible.” (A participant in
project DotNetZip.Semverd)

Failing to reach a resolution in greenfield
“As I read it currently, even using the modern.IE images as they are clearly
intended by MS is not compatible with their own licensing. Until all of that
gets sorted out, I can't license ievms in a traditional sense. I hope you
understand.” (A participant in project Ievms)

• Resolution Reaching a resolution in brownfield

“I have made a pass at replacing the LGPL license with BSD throughout the
codebase, and I'm going to mark this fixed. If there's any additional changes
needed to migrate, file new issues for those please.” (A participant in project
Ffi)

Reaching a resolution in greenfield
“Thanks for bringing this to my attention. I wasn't aware that certain countries
had such restrictive default licenses. I've added a license file (WTFPL) so
people know where they stand.” (A participant in project Awesome-php)
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TABLE 2 Interventions during a dispute process

Actions Specific activities Illustrative quotes

Informational
intervention

Advocate the merit of an
attribute or an alternative

“[O]ne reason it's important for code like this to be
truly open source: Someone—The good guys—
Could use it to simulate various voter
registration fraud scenarios in a controlled
environment, in order to come up with ways to
detect and defeat such fraud. One never knows
the unexpected but legitimate uses to which code
might be put; therefore one never knows in
advance the full effect of seemingly innocuous
restrictions.” (Kfogel in project Voter-registration)

“Apache license includes permission to use
patented material freely, and really spells out the
BSD license. That's why I like it. Plus, we can
change the license as we want without the
silliness with the GPL.” (A participant in project
Wire)

Reveal personal preference of
an attribute or an alternative

“I'm in favor of free (as in speech), so the most
permissive possible:)” (Patcon in project World
Citizenship)

“My requirements for a license are just two things:
1. I want as many people to use my code as
possible. I want as few barriers as possible, both
legal and mental. 2. I want it to be as clear as
possible to developers who are not lawyers that
the above is true.” (Natefinch in project Hugo)

Volunteer information about an
attribute or an alternative

“Nothing about a project being GPL has any
bearing on what license I as a contributor use for
my contributions. The GPL 2 states: You may not
copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the
Program except as expressly provided under the
License.” (Mahkoh in project Neovim)

“Here's a great example of how project-open-data
handled their license migration: project-
opendata/project-open-data.github.io#135.”
(Willnorris in project Hugo)

“Just for tracking purpose: question for Timotheus'
code relicense is at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
User_talk:Timotheus_Canens#AFCH_
relicensing” (Wikipedia-mabdul in project Afch)

Ask questions and provide
answers about an attribute or
an alternative

“Is that compatible with the license for our
resources?” (LB in project ChessPlusPlus)

“@mlubin: Yes, we should add a clause to the site
license saying that all content is MIT unless
otherwise states, in which case it is licensed
under whatever license is indicated.”
(StefanKarpinski in project Julialang)

Procedural
interventions

Include a participant “@wikipedia-mabdul—Still awaiting your! vote.”
(Nathan2055 in project Afch)
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out to be robust predictors of resolution. Put differently, Step 2 helped us remove the redundant
variables, avoid overfitting our explanations to the selected sample of eight cases, and allow the
subsequent analysis to focus on the robust and important set of variables in our context.

Further, among the variables identified as having a robust association with resolution, not
all results are intuitive. In particular, discussion group size has a positive relationship with dis-
pute resolution (i.e., discussions with more participants are systematically more likely to reach
resolution). In most bargaining and conflictual situations, large size makes it harder for a
group to reach a resolution (Olson, 1965; Ostrom, 1995; Roth, Murnighan, &
Schoumaker, 1988). A possible explanation for our counterintuitive finding about group size is

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Actions Specific activities Illustrative quotes

Exclude a participant “@albanpeignier's 1 contribution was merged
post-LGPL, but technically written against the
BSD license. Can probably scratch that off the
list.” (stouset in project Ffi)

Conduct a vote “Unless someone disagrees, I'll create an issue in
the next hours pinging everyone that has
contributed to this project to ask for their
permission to add an MIT license to this project.”
(Bpinto in project Oh-my-fish)

“At this point, each member of the education
committee should make an informed decision
and submit their opinion on the following
Doodle poll. Please write your full name to the
left of your choice. The poll will be open until
Saturday, July 19, 11 am Eastern (5 pm Central
European time).” (Nikosbentenitis in project
Btcfoundationed)

Make a unilateral decision “Apache 2 license it is. Sorry about not waiting too
long, everyone, but we would like to get the ball
rolling.” (Anticept in project Wire)

“The poll for the license of our materials is now
closed. See the votes here. All of those who voted
chose the MIT license for the materials. I
modified the MIT license based on the license
used in the Foundation's bylaws and posted it
here.” (Nikosbentenitis in project
Btcfoundationed)

“Update: Let's hold off for a little while. I have a
call in to somebody more knowledgeable.”
(Kleinmatic in project Tabula)

Close a discussion “Just close the issue, you're never going to change
my mind.” (Riamse in project Afch)

Re-open a discussion “johanneswilm reopened this on Feb 21, 2014.”
(Project diffDOM)
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that a large number of discussants reflects the importance of a project, thereby creating a
stronger intent among participants to resolve intellectual property disputes or willingness to
defer to others' opinions. However, if this reasoning were accurate, the variables project group
size or administrator group size should have appeared as robust predictors. Because project
and administrator group sizes were not robust predictors, we ruled out this alternative
explanation.

5.2 | Understanding the antecedents of resolution

To explain the causal structure in the pattern of relationships among the variables we uncov-
ered through machine learning, we next conducted in-depth qualitative analysis of the gov-
ernance disputes.3 We took a random sample comprising one third of the total cases
(N = 61) for detailed examination, using open and axial coding. In terms of pattern detec-
tion, this sub-sample is representative of the full sample, since it is a random sub-sample.
We also verified that the ML analysis revealed the same key predictors of resolution in this
sub-sample.

5.2.1 | Attribute-based discussions are resolved more often than
alternative-based discussions

After coding the textual data of the sub-sample 61 cases, we found that a governance dispute
could be initiated around one of the two themes—license alternatives or attributes of these
alternatives. Commonly discussed license alternatives included MIT, BSD, LGPL, and GPL.
Commonly discussed license attributes included permissiveness, protectiveness, compatibility,
and ease of contribution by developers. Various license alternatives differed from each other on
at least one of these attributes. Appendix IV presents the license attributes and alternatives dis-
cussed in our sample.

In the following excerpt from project Elegant-mind, one owner of the project started a dis-
cussion and suggested changing the current license from GPL to LGPL. Another owner joined
and suggested that MIT might be a better alternative and the debate went on. This case is an
example of an alternative-based discussion and it did not reach a resolution.

Sjstoelting: I would like to start a license discussion. Evolution itself is licensed with
GPL2, which is OK so far. But I think we do better, if we take LGPL for the core,
because the core is a library and is used as a library (framework). Is it OK for you
that we publish our enhancements under LGPL instead of GPL?

Yama: I think MIT is best, but is it difficult? If it is so, I think that LGPL is better.

Conversely, project Vis.js illustrates an attribute-based discussion, in which the dispute was
resolved by adopting a dual license of Apache and MIT. One owner of this project states:

3We also conducted fuzzy set QCA with the key predictors (reported in Appendix VI). The results are consistent with
the insights from the content analysis reported here.
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Josedejong: Currently vis.js is licensed under the Apache 2.0 License. This license is
incompatible with, for example, the GPLv2 licenses. I'm not sure how big this issue
really is. But in order to better serve our users, we are considering whether it is use-
ful to change the license. A few things are important for us: 1. as much as possible
freedom for the user; 2. protection for the user (like against patent threats or chang-
ing the license conditions later on); 3. keep attribution (honor the people and our
company investing so much in this library). While MIT is a nice fit for (1), Apache
2.0 better serves (2) and (3). We could choose one of the two, or even choose a dual
license allowing both. Do you have any opinion on the licensing of vis.js?

This distinction between attribute- and alternative-focused discussions did not arise from
the application of machine learning; rather it resulted from qualitative coding the textual data.
The distinction turned out to be critical, because disputes that did not reach resolution (14 of 61
cases) consistently focused on license alternatives. Among these 14 unresolved governance dis-
putes, 12 started with discussing alternatives. Although these discussions touched on attributes
at some point, they failed to completely turn the focus to attributes. In contrast, in the majority
of disputes that reached a resolution (34 out of 47), participants either began with discussing
attributes (16) and focused on them throughout or switched the focus of discussion from alter-
natives to attributes (18). When alternative-based discussions did achieve resolution (in 13
cases), it was through procedural interventions, either by a unilateral decision made by the
owner (10) or by a voting procedure suggested by the participants (3). Our first interpretive
insight is that disputes are more likely to be resolved when discussions focus on the license attri-
butes, instead of on license alternatives.

To triangulate this insight against the patterns we had discovered through ML, we also
assessed whether the predictors of resolution were positively associated with an attribute-based
discussion. Since we had data on attribute-versus alternative-based discussions only in 61 cases,
we created 1,000 bootstrap samples of these cases and ran the same logistic regression model in
each sample, with discussion group size, issue type, procedural intervention, and information
intervention as predictors of an attribute-focused discussion. This procedure is known as boot-
strap aggregation or bagging (Abu-Mostafa et al., 2012).

The results show that in 815 of the 1,000 samples, discussion group size had a positive
effect on a discussion being attribute focused (with an average coefficient of 0.043). Similarly,
in 1,000 out of the 1,000 samples, brownfield issue type had a negative effect on a discussion
being attribute focused (with an average coefficient of −1.175). These results strongly suggest
that attribute-focused discussion is the mechanism that connects the two predictors of resolu-
tion we found through ML (i.e., discussion group size and issue type) and resolution outcome.
Additionally, informational intervention had a consistently negative (822 of 1,000 samples)
but small effect on attribute-focused discussions (−0.02), indicating that more such interven-
tions inevitably arise as the discussion progresses without resolution. Procedural intervention
had a consistently positive (716 of 1,000 samples) effect on attribute-focused discussions (0.08).
It is also likely that informational interventions complicate the discussion and create further
divergence whereas procedural interventions simplify the discussion and facilitate
convergence.

Next, we qualitatively analyzed the discussion data with the aim to understand why larger
discussion groups or greenfield projects might systematically be more likely to feature attribute-
based discussions around licenses.
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5.2.2 | Switching from alternative-based to attribute-based
discussions: The role of reflective agency

We found it noteworthy that even those governance disputes that start with discussing alterna-
tives, at some point may undergo an important change toward attributes. We define this critical
point where the focus of a dispute pivots from license alternatives to attributes as a “switch.”
The following snippet illustrates such a switch:

Trustmaster: “I agree with Alfredo and would recommend following the best prac-
tices of the open source world by choosing either MIT or Apache. The more limita-
tions are imposed on a project, the less likely it is that people (and companies,
which is important) keep contributing to it over time.” (Project Jsfbp)

In the above example, the discussion pivoted toward reflecting on what attribute is really
important for their communities (e.g., permissiveness or little constraint). Once the desired
attribute became clearer to the participants, the process looked less like bargaining in a search
space defined by alternatives, and more like collective problem solving in a search space defined
by attributes. The dispute in project Jsfbp was eventually resolved by adopting the MIT license.

A focus on the attributes allows the participants to learn about their individual preferences
regarding attributes, discover the convergence (or the lack of it) of preferences, and search for
one or more alternatives that satisfy those preferences. Therefore, we conceptualize this mode of
dispute resolution as “problem solving.” In contrast, when focusing on alternatives, disputants
engage in bargaining over the merits or drawbacks of different alternatives. Accordingly, this
mode of governance dispute resolution can be conceptualized as “bargaining.” In the following
paragraphs, we show in detail how these two modes of dispute resolution distinctly unfold.

We found that participants in some disputes anchored their advocacy of a preferred alterna-
tive on the group's preferred attribute in order to gain support. For instance, a contributor
kripken in project Servo advocated the MIT license as a feasible alternative because of its per-
missiveness—an attribute that later turned out to be preferred by most participants in the
group. After an extensive discussion a resolution was reached—the main repository of Servo
was licensed under MPL2, and the rest under a dual license of Apache and MIT.

Kripken: There could be a big benefit to using the MIT license as this would be the
only browser available under a permissive license (WebKit is LGPL, Gecko is MPL,
others proprietary). Even without debating the benefits of permissive licensing,
there is a benefit to having different licensing than existing browsers to fill a differ-
ent need and attract new users.

Further, we found that focusing on attributes enabled resolution by making participants
more open to being persuaded. For example, in project Telegram-bot, the discussion started as a
debate over alternatives between the owner Yagop and a contributor Asdofindia.

Asdofindia: AGPL fixes a loophole in GPL license that renders GPL useless when it
comes to telegram-bot… That's why Diaspora, Wordpress, etc. use AGPL. I think
AGPL is the best for our telegram-bot too. Since Lua isn't compiled to binary, GPL
offers no protection at all, at the moment.
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Yagop: I want to keep GPL, at least at the moment.

Asdofindia: I'm just telling you that you may as well release this in public domain
because it gives the same protection that GPL does to your hard work—no
protection…

Fortunately, a collaborator Rockneurotiko pointed out that “I think that you guys misun-
derstood AGPL. AGPL protects the source code server over the network, like webpages, but
telegram-bot doesn't serve the source code over the network, it is just running as if it were
a binary, so GPL protects it exactly the same way as AGPL” and established code protec-
tiveness as a preferred attribute among disputants. From that point on, the discussion
turned into a collective problem-solving process and participants converged toward AGPL
license.

The qualitative analysis of the textual data revealed a second insight: the switch from
alterative-based discussion to attribute-based discussion results from a set of actions that we con-
ceptualize as “reflective agency.” Specifically, we define reflective agency as social actions that
are rooted in critical interpretation and mindful reflection and that can be exercised by one or
more individuals. In our sample, we found two different yet interrelated forms of reflection:
challenging or re-examination of an underlying attribute of a particular license and analyzing
and comparing underlying attributes across different license alternatives. The following snippet
illustrates how a participant challenged the current understanding of GPL:

Hopeseekr: Man. Whomever thinks the GPL is “open source” needs to get their
heads checked. It's like saying Communism's forced appropriation of everyone's
creations is the ultimate form of “Charity”: D (Project Utilphp, resolved, decided
against GPL)

On the other hand, the quote below shows how a participant compared the underlying attri-
butes across different license alternatives and how such a comparison revealed commonality
and differences across licenses:

Josdejong: In order to better serve our users, we are considering whether it is useful
to change the license. A few things are important for us: 1. as much as possible
freedom for the user, 2. protection for the user (like against patent threats or chang-
ing the license conditions later on), 3. keep attribution (honor the people and our
company investing so much in this library). While MIT is a nice fit for (1), Apache
2.0 better serves (2) and (3). (Project Vis, resolved, adopted a dual license of Apache
and MIT)

These reflections help to reframe the issue at hand by finding the underlying attributes that
are at the heart of the community's governance principles. For example, in project Agar.io-clone,
after the owner Huytd expressed his confusion, developer Ariamiro summarized compatibility
and simplicity as the attributes that differentiated the large subset of alternatives discussed, sub-
stantially reducing the complexity of comparing and contrasting license alternatives. This dis-
pute was soon resolved by adopting MIT as the final license.
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Huytd: Actually, for me, this product is 100% free and open for everyone, you can
use it in any purpose. I don't know if there is any license to match this. And how
about what other contributors think?

Ariamiro: If you want people using the game for any purpose choose Public
Domain; if you want a good and simple license choose MIT. I don't recommend
that you continue without a license.

We did not find any evidence that status (e.g., project owner or contributor) mattered for
the expression of reflective agency. Instead, we observed that any participant engaged in such
reflections could transform the discussion from bargaining to problem solving, by challenging
and analyzing the current state of discussion. Our concept of reflective agency is consistent with
Dewey's work that emphasizes the role of individual actions in transforming public communi-
cation (Dewey, 1922).

Online communities attract people with a vast array of expertise and backgrounds (Wang
et al., 2015). This diversity creates two collaboration challenges in license decisions: First, mem-
bers may not agree on which license alternative is more desirable. Second, members have differ-
ent understandings of license alternatives, and thus may find it difficult to find the alternative
that scores the best on the commonly desired attributes. When disputes arise, reflective agency
solves the first problem by reframing the discussion from bargaining over which alternative is
better into comparing the alternatives in terms of various attributes. It then tackles the second
challenge by reflecting on the discussions and generating a shared understanding of the differ-
ent alternatives. When this understanding is collectively accepted by group members, it creates
a common ground for agreement (Bechky, 2003; Leonardi, 2015). Coupled with alignment of
preferences over attributes, the result is a successful resolution.

Note that although switches make the functioning of reflective agency more visible, it is
quite likely the discussions that already began with a focus on attributes are just as much an
instantiation of reflective agency. Some participants may be able to conceive of a discussion as
being more likely to be productive if it can be initially focused on attributes.

5.2.3 | Reflective agency in different issue configurations

The value of procedural interventions is intuitive, because these interventions resemble media-
tion in an ADR system, although interventions in our context do not need to be carried out by
individuals who hold specific roles. The negative association between informational interven-
tions and resolution is understandable once we realize that the longer the discussion remains
unresolved, the more information is likely be introduced by participants. While procedural
interventions simplify the discussion and facilitate convergence, informational interventions
may also complicate the discussion and create further divergence. However, why resolution
should be easier in greenfield issues and larger discussion groups is less clear, particularly since
reflective agency is not specific to project owners (i.e., contributors and regular participants also
exercise this function). To answer this question, we conducted further qualitative analyses
(Appendix VII), comparing greenfield versus brownfield issues and large (N > 11, which is the
mean size) versus small discussion groups (N < 11).

This comparison leads to a third insight: brownfield and greenfield issues differ substantially
in their possible paths to resolution. We found that for a project to preserve the integrity of
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software written under an existing license, changes in license (i.e., brownfield issues) can only
be made to a new license that is backward compatible. The requirement of license compatibility
restricts the space of available alternatives from which the next license can be selected. In
brownfield issues, the existence of a license may itself center the discussion on alternatives to
that license, preventing the discussion from switching toward attributes, and eventually from
reaching resolution. This is evident in project Toxcore, in which participants repeatedly went
back to the original license LGPLv3, and were not willing to deviate from it.

In contrast, in greenfield issues the search for a license can proceed more freely along both
license attributes and alternatives. For example, in project Oh-my-fish, although there were only
four participants, they were able to cover a broad range of possible licenses. Were the dispute
resolution process a pure bargaining one, the existence of a status quo and the subsequent fixa-
tion on it would act as a focal point that promotes convergence to a negotiated outcome (Schel-
ling, 1960). As bargaining is a mixed-motives game involving both elements of conflict and
coordination (Schelling, 1960), anchoring by all participants on a common reference point can
promote rapid agreement, though not necessarily an integrative one. The absence of such an
effect reiterates that a pure bargaining perspective does not offer a good explanation for
our data.

The qualitative comparison also allows a more comprehensive explanation of why a larger
discussion group size is advantageous for dispute resolution. When we examine and compare the
dispute processes in depth, it became clear to us that the likelihood that someone displays
reflective agency by reframing the discussion around attributes is higher in larger discussion
groups. Larger groups such as WordPress and Toxcore typically featured reflective agency,
whereas smaller discussion groups such as Elegant-mind and Drawille did not.

An explanation for this size effect can be given as follows: consider x as the probability of
any individual in a discussion group being able to convincingly frame the discussion in terms of
attributes (i.e., a particular individual would exercise reflective agency). Even if x is low, the
probability (denoted as p) that at least one individual will do so successfully (i.e., the emergence
of reflective agency in the group), which is 1–(1–x)n, grows rapidly with group size n. For
instance, p is close to 80% even if x is only 30% for n = 5. This is a corollary of the Condorcet
jury theorem well established in experimental and field research on group problem solving and
decision making (Laughlin, 2011; Lorge & Solomon, 1955; Nemeth, 1986; Wittenbaum &
Stasser, 1996). Therefore, a problem-solving perspective (Laughlin, 2011) provides a fitting
explanation for what we have observed.

In sum, reflective agency makes a discussion more likely to be attribute-based (rather than
alternative-based). It more often emerges in greenfield discussions because of unconstrained
search space and in large groups because of a higher probability that at least one individual will
display reflective agency.

5.2.4 | Alignment of preferences on attributes as a necessary
condition

An important necessary condition also emerged from our analysis: the high rates of resolution
in governance disputes that are attribute focused are possible only when there is alignment in
the community on what the important attributes are. In theory, participants could disagree just
as violently over attributes as they would over alternatives. However, our analysis revealed a
strong alignment in participants' attribute preferences in most of the projects in our sample.
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Our open coding of the textual data revealed that even though the disputes touched upon
numerous attributes, only three—permissiveness, protectiveness, and compatibility—remained
prominent throughout the sample. Further, among the discussions in which permissiveness
was raised, 31 discussion groups subsequently adopted a permissive license (e.g., MIT and
Apache).

For those familiar with OSS development, this strong alignment of preferences over attri-
butes is hardly surprising. Participants join OSS communities in part because they value sharing
and collaboration (Belenzon & Schankerman, 2015; Ren, Chen, & Riedl, 2016; Shah, 2006).
Individuals embracing an open source ideology self-select into such online communities (Stew-
art & Gosain, 2006). Therefore, not only do participants in this context have alignment of pref-
erences on attributes, but they are also likely to be aware of the social norms in the
communities that conduct such projects (Stewart & Gosain, 2006). Self-selection by participants
thus ensures that within a specific project, they are likely to find at least some common ground
around certain attributes. The following snippets provide evidence that within project
Btcfoundation, participants converge on a fundamental value—openness. The participants even-
tually opted for the MIT license and resolved the dispute.

Pmlaw: It's not about being religious, just read the licenses: MIT is more open than
GNU/GPL. GNU/GPL imposes your view of the world on every downstream user.
Of course, the committee is free to make whatever decision it likes, I was asked for
my opinion and I offered it.

Johnmees: I'm not interested in a license that forces a similar openness on future
users, or demands attribution. I think the most open license possible would be best.
From what has been presented so far, it sounds like the MIT license is our best bet.
I recommend we go with that.

With strong preference alignment, attribute-based discussions could then proceed to resolve
the governance disputes. However, when such alignment is absent, attribute-based discussions
did not lead to resolution. For example, in project Toxcore, although the license dispute started
off with a focus on the attributes (i.e., compatibility and freedom), the participants were rapidly
divided into two camps, with one strongly favoring compatibility for maximizing market share,
and the other favoring permissiveness (freedom) over commercial success. As a result, no reso-
lution could be reached:

TheAustinHowell: Free software is free software; I don't care what Stallman says.
Ensuring the privacy of possibly hundreds of millions of people is more important
than the license. To do this we should have a license that ensures maximum mar-
ket share.

TrevorDorl: All I can see LGPL doing for this software is creating non-free user
interfaces for it, which just doesn't make sense. And frankly I think non-free inter-
faces to Tox is kind of a frightening idea, just a bad idea in general.

However, the alignment of preference on attributes is not a sufficient condition for resolu-
tion. Unless an attribute focused discussion is triggered through reflective agency, the align-
ment may not even be discovered, let alone useful. In the next section, we condense the causal
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logic underpinning our findings into an inductively derived theoretical model of the dispute res-
olution process in online communities.

6 | EMERGING THEORY

Given our findings, we develop a theoretical model integrating group process and group prop-
erty to explain the resolution of disputes pertaining to core governance principles in online
communities. Our central argument is that disputes that take the form of collective problem
solving in attribute space enjoy a higher likelihood of resolution than those that resemble
bargaining in the alternative space. This is conditional on the alignment of participants' prefer-
ences over attributes—an alignment grounded on participants' self-selection into the OSS
community.

6.1 | Group process: The importance of reflective agency

Our emerging theory stipulates that governance disputes in communities are resolved through
two distinct group processes: problem solving and bargaining (see Figure 2). When a dispute
discussion focuses on the attributes from the onset or manages to switch the focus to attributes
at some point of the process, it resembles problem solving and is more likely to attain resolu-
tion. This is facilitated by “reflective agency,” whereby one or more participant(s) reflects on
the problem underlying the (potential) dispute and recognizes a productive path forward.
Reflective agency steers participants in disputes away from advocating one over another alter-
native, to searching for an alternative that satisfies commonly preferred attributes.

FIGURE 2 A model of group process underpinning dispute resolution in OSS communities
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6.2 | Group property: The importance of preference alignment

Reflective agency by itself does not ensure resolution. A second necessary condition for resolu-
tion is that preferences over governance principle attributes are largely shared among discus-
sion participants. In OSS communities, the salient role of self-selection (i.e., voluntary joining)
makes this condition possible. In firms, the alignment of preferences on key attributes may also
emerge through sorting—either in attention to such preferences for hiring new employees or
allowing employees to self-select into projects.

7 | DISCUSSION

Governance disputes and their resolution are critical in the lives of communities, yet they have
been under-studied and under-theorized. Exploiting the availability of complete archival
records for discussions in GitHub communities, we studied how disputes vis-à-vis the software
license—a core governance principle of these communities—are resolved. We found that when
governance disputes in communities bear the signature of group problem-solving processes
rather than a multi-party bargaining process, they are more likely to be resolved. However, such
a resolution is far from inevitable, and our theory reveals two necessary conditions: the emer-
gence of reflective agency and the alignment of preferences over attributes. Reflective agency is
manifested when at least one individual in the group is able to reflect on the problem and trans-
form or initiate the discussion along the lines that are attribute focused (rather than alternative
focused). This conceptual “transposition” of the discussion into the problem-solving domain
facilitates resolution under conditions where there is a pre-alignment of preferences among par-
ticipants around key attributes of the governance principles. Although the counterfactual is
unobservable, it is logical to expect that in the absence of reflective agency, even if participants
have aligned preferences over attributes, they may not discover this important fact and there-
fore miss the opportunity for resolution.

Our theory has important boundary conditions regarding types of disputes and communi-
ties. First, this theory is derived from studying disputes arising from license decisions in
governing intellectual property. While such decisions are core to any organization, they repre-
sent only one type of governance principle, albeit a central one. It is possible there are other
governance principles at stake in online or offline communities, such as the development of
procedures on how to resolve operational disputes, for which community members may share
little alignment on preferences. Thus, we call for research that explores the process of dispute
resolution over other types of governance disputes.

Second, our theory was inductively built from a context (OSS development) in which mem-
bers, to a large degree, share common preferences because of self-selection (Butler, Bateman,
Gray, & Diamant, 2014; Spaeth, von Krogh, & He, 2015; von Krogh et al., 2012) and contribute
to the production of a public good (Lerner & Tirole, 2002). Shared preferences such as a com-
mitment to voluntarism, learning, openness, and sharing of code are known to draw volunteers
into such online communities (Dahlander & O'Mahony, 2011; Stewart & Gosain, 2006). The
high degree of alignment in preferences over attributes is a result of effective sorting (self-selec-
tion) mechanisms in online communities. There are at least two reasons why sorting could be
more effective in online communities.

First, online communities are not necessarily restricted by a common geography (Mahony &
Lakhani, 2011) and thus may enjoy a broader base for sorting than other communities where
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those restrictions apply. Second, the transparency resulting from permanent, electronic records
(Marlow, Dabbish, & Herbsleb, 2013) creates clear guidelines for individuals to self-select in or
out of an online community. In contrast, offline communities rarely have such transparent doc-
umentation of community members' preferences. New members often need to learn the
encrypted value, norm, and culture through an extended process of socialization. Despite
porous borders and freedom to exit, considerable time may elapse between joining and a mem-
ber's decision to exit (due to incompatible preference) in offline communities. Thus, if one
would take a cross-sectional look into an offline and online community at any point in time,
the latter will possibly have a higher level of preference alignment.

However, we are cautiously optimistic about the relevance of our results beyond online
communities. Preference alignment on attributes may be a broad-based feature of communities,
more so than scholars have hitherto imagined. For example, in many of the communities sur-
rounding the common pool resources (CPR) that Ostrom and colleagues (Ostrom, 1990; Wilson
et al., 2013) studied, membership at birth together with the process of growing up within these
communities must undoubtedly facilitate the internalization of group norms, thereby affecting
and to some extent aligning individual preferences. This alignment may both prevent and help
resolve governance disputes.

Furthermore, today even traditional (offline) communities—be they communities of prac-
tice within a firm, research collaboration, or social movements—rely extensively on digital
tools. Many companies have already been using online discussions and virtual collaboration
tools (e.g., Slack, Zoom, Monday.com) among employees and with partners or customers. The
global pandemic created by COVID-19 has expedited this trend by propelling organizations
around the world to adjust rapidly to remote collaboration. The insights generated by our study
have implications for the leadership and coordination of all these forms of virtual collaboration.

Despite its limitations, our study contributes to the literature on community governance in
general and dispute resolution in online communities in particular. It extends the understand-
ing of dispute resolution in online communities from an operational one (Forte et al., 2009;
Klapper & Reitzig, 2018) to a more strategic one. Our theory explains otherwise puzzling obser-
vations about OSS communities, such as the rare occurrence of governance disputes and the
positive association between discussion group size and resolution. First, we contend that
because participants' self-selection into these communities generates a degree of pre-alignment
on preferences over attributes, governance disputes are rare in these communities. Second, our
theory predicts that when disputes do break out, larger groups may be more likely to see resolu-
tion because of a higher probability for reflective agency to emerge. Our theory thus constitutes
a starting point for future empirical work on communities operating in online and offline set-
tings, possibly covering a broader range of governance principles that define, bestow, and dis-
tribute rights and rewards on community members (Lerner & Tirole, 2002; Ostrom, 1990)
beyond intellectual property.

Beyond its theoretical implications, our two-pronged approach advances inductive methods
by separating pattern detection and pattern explanation that are traditionally entangled. When
detection and interpretation occur simultaneously, two risks arise. First, cognitive constraints
limit the number of cases researchers may be able to analyze, thereby raising the risk of over-
fitting (i.e., the explanation may be valid in the small sample studied but does not extend to
other samples). Second, researchers' confirmatory biases and motivated information processing
may lead to false positives or false negatives (e.g., seeing patterns that are explainable in an
intuitive or interesting manner versus not seeing others that are less intuitive). Our approach
takes some steps toward mitigating both risks. Compared to traditional inductive research
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methods, our approach can handle a larger number of cases—an improvement that allowed us
to be confident that our detected pattern is not a result of overfitting. As a consequence, the
resulting insights from our approach should have an advantage in making out-of-sample predic-
tions—the ultimate objective of all (inductive) theorizing.

Further, our approach integrates insights from both quantitative and qualitative analyses,
where neither alone could have fully explained the phenomenon of interest. The use of ML
algorithms enabled us to effectively detect robust patterns in data. These robust patterns, which
formed the basis for our abductive reasoning, were detected algorithmically, and are replicable
by others who use the same data and procedures. Subsequently, we interpreted the textual data,
narrowing down the cases to examine in depth based on results of the algorithmic analysis. We
related our interpretations to existing literature—elements of inductive research that are not
replaceable by algorithms—to offer our explanation to this pattern. Our work is among the first
empirical studies in the field of strategy to combine ML with more traditional sense-making
approaches for theory induction.

Finally, our emerging theory informs the practice of community governance in both online
and offline settings. Given the importance of reflective agency we found in our study, an impli-
cation is that those who help govern communities, when they cannot rely on traditional hierar-
chical structures or ADRs to aid dispute resolution, may yet rely on a combination of reflective
agency aided by alignment on preferences created through sorting. Rather than count on the
chance that reflective agency will emerge, they might recruit individuals with the capacity for
reflective agency, identify them (e.g., based on text analysis of prior online interactions), or even
train moderators of communities in using such skills.

Similarly, insofar as the presence of a permanent, transparent record of the community's
preferences and the absence of geographic constraints facilitate more effective sorting, offline
communities or even traditional organizations could benefit from comparable practices. First,
these communities and organizations could increase the transparency of the values and prefer-
ences shared in an organization or a community. An initial step involves simply better docu-
mentation of values and the next step requires more effective communication, which could be
achieved by improving internal communications, especially during the on-boarding phase and
transmitting clear, authentic signals when communicating externally. Second, these communi-
ties and organizations could also resort to online processes for dispute resolution. The full visi-
bility and archiving available in online processes might help to resolve disputes in a manner
superior to offline interactions (Marlow et al., 2013).

8 | CONCLUSION

This study explores the question of how communities resolve governance disputes. Gathering
data from discussions surrounding software license decisions, we employed a combination of
machine learning and qualitative methods to detect and explain patterns in the data. Our find-
ings on how OSS communities settle principles for governing intellectual property led to an
emerging theory, stipulating that governance disputes in these communities are resolved
through two distinct process—problem solving and bargaining. When a dispute discussion
focuses on the license attributes, it resembles problem solving and is more likely to attain reso-
lution. The switch from an alternative-based to attribute-based discussion rests on reflective
agency that reframes the discussion by decomposing conflicting opinions into shared prefer-
ences. Larger groups and discussions that are not constrained by a status quo, are more likely to
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reach resolution because of a higher probability for reflective agency to emerge. Our work con-
tributes to the rapidly growing literature on the effective functioning of online communities,
and to the broader literature on community governance and dispute resolution.
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